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Trademarks:
Doing Business
in China

File early to avoid issues

actually infringing trademark rights of
others who registered the name in China

Carefully consider
Chinese language
versions of marks

China’s trademark system is different than

first. Resolution of these issues may require

the U.S. in that China’s system awards

giving up the name, buying the trademark,

priority to those who are the first to file

being sued for infringement, or having

over those who are prior users. This is a

goods seized by authorities.

Applying for a mark in Latin characters does

can establish priority trademark rights

To avoid these issues, trademark protection

against the use or registration of the same

through use alone and without registration.

in China should be applied for as early as

Moreover, one’s prior use may prevent

possible. Although timelines can vary,

others from obtaining a federal trademark

expect 18 months or longer to obtain a

registration in the U.S. In China, these

trademark registration in China. Therefore,

protections are not available to trademark

if using the trademark in China one should

owners. The registration process is critical.

begin the registration process 2 to 3 years

Another primary difference is the

in advance of the use to avoid the potential

registration process does not require any

for trademark issues. In addition, one

evidence of use of the applied-for-

should consider filing for alternative marks

trademark. Anyone can file for and obtain a

in case trademark applications are rejected.

translating APPLE as 苹果 (Píngguǒ ).

for individuals to register the marks of

Be aware trademark
registration may be
required by sales
channels

Alternatively, one can select a

foreign companies’ products or services if

E-commerce web sites and distributors

the foreign companies have not yet

often require a trademark registration. It is

registered. There have been countless

the best way for them to protect themselves

situations that have arisen because a foreign

against trademark infringement claims. If

company has manufactured in China or sold

you want to sell your products through

into the China market only to find they had

popular e-commerce platforms in China,

no rights to use their names and were

you will likely be required to have a

very significant difference. In the U.S., one

trademark registration in China regardless
of whether they are actually using the mark
on product or service.
This combination of China having a first to
file system and not requiring actual use to
obtain a trademark creates the opportunity

trademark registration in China.

not automatically protect the trademark
or similar trademark in China. Consider
filing for trademark protection on Chinese
character versions of the mark.
Selecting a corresponding Chinese
character mark for the Chinese market can
be a difficult task as there are many ways to
do so. This can include a literal translation
of the foreign mark such as literally

transliteration. Transliteration involves
selecting Chinese characters which together
result in the same pronunciation as a
foreign trademark. Different Chinese
characters may have the same sound and
may convey different meanings. Some
Chinese characters may be considered more
visually appealing than others. Therefore,
locals should be consulted before adapting a
Chinese character mark to avoid such
issues.

